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An Introductidn o the Classification of Gunshot Wounds i 

Figure 4- 28 Irregular abrasions of side chest around reentry wound from high-velocity 
bullet that exited arm. 

hteumediate Targets 1 
ntermediate object before 
e appearance of the wound 

or the wounds incurred. In t e of shotgun pellets, the object will 
cause the pattern to "open oner than it would have otherwise. 
The fact that the pellets pas ugh an intermediate target has to be 
talcen into account when co eterrninations based on the 
size of the pellet pattern o sed dispersion of pellets by 
an intermediate object c e conclusion that the individual 
was shot at a greater ra he actually was if the intermedi- 
ate target is not talcen 

In passing through et may propel fragments of the 
object outward from t the victim is close to the object, 
these fxagments may dual, embedding themselves in 
the clothes and skin udo-powder tattoo marlis in the 
latter instance. The gments of wood from doors and 
wire from screens kin (Figure 4- 29). With wire 
screens, the pattern be imprinted on the tip of the 
bullet. In lead or lea ave passed through glass, glass 
fragments may be the bullet; these can be seen 
with a dissecting 

let as it travels through the air 
is insufficient to s passes through a solid object. 
Because of this, tuated and the bullet may 
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Intermediate Targets 

Figure 4-29 A, 3. Wood fragment mgrk . I 
wobble violently. In addition, 
through the object. As a resu ese factors, when the bullet does 
strike the victim, the entry w sua l l~  atypical (Figure4- 30 1 - The 
perforation will be larger an egular with lagged margins- The 
surrounding abrasion ring ar and wider+ 

Passage of a semijacket ough intermediate target can 
result in separation of the e mre. Thornton found that this 
occprred in half the inst 8 Special jacketed hollow-point 
bullet passed through a a~tmlobile window*7 

In one of the author's ijaclceted soft-~oint bullet was 
fired through a wood do the wood, the jacket and 
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AII Introductio to the Cfassification of Gunshot Wounds i 

Figure 4- 30 Irregular 
-38-caliber bullet that 
shield. 

entrance wound from 
passed thraugh wind- 

core separated with a IG-gr t of jacket penetrating into the brain 
of a woman, lulling her. 

The most common inte argets seen in forensic medicine are 
the upper extremities, do windows. As previously stated, in 
about half the instances aclteted bullet passes through the 
tempered glass window ill be jacket and core separation. 
The core, because of it  tends to continue the original 
trajectory, retaining m t velocity and thus can readily 
penetrate the victim. se of its light weight, rapidly 
loses velocity and usu gle from the path of the core. If 
the jacket does hit th ce off or penetrate. Occasion- 
ally both jacket and d the victim will have two 
entry wounds from o re 4 -3 1). The jacket usually does not 
penetrate the body e with handgun bullets. 

Rarely, the bullet on hi mpletely disintegrate, 
showering the indi jacket, and glass. This 
is shown in Figure 1 was shot through the side 
window of a car -gr semijacketed hollow- 
point ammunition. 

individuals shot through 
the weapon was .30-30 

in two instance 30-30 ammunition was 
al-jacketed. On passing 
up, inflicting multiple 
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figure 4-31 Separate entrance 
wounds of jacket and core from 
same bullet. 

Figure 4-32 Fragment wounds of left s:de of cl~est due to disintegration of bullet and side 
window of car. 



An Introduction to the Classification of Gunshot Wounds I 
entry wounds on the victims. ounds were penetrating rather 
than perforating. In all three i of steel from the car door 
was recovered from the body. metal was propelled ahead of 
the bullet as it passed throu 

Semijacketed bullets passi 
the body usually do not und of the jacket and core. The 
reentry wound in the bod lmost invariably large and 
irregular with a widely ab 

In his paper on the eff glass on bullet trajectory, 
Thomton has made some .7 Tempered-glass automo- 
bile windows are usually tests with such glass at 20 
degrees to the vertical ammunition showed an 
average deflection of 16 e original trajectory (range, 13.2 
to 19.9 degrees), with s t from the core in half the 
tests. Lead bullets sho 

Pseudo-Powder Tattooing 
Missile fragments, fragments ermediate targets, postmortem 
insect bites, hemorrhage into les, and medical manipulation 
of a wound may all produce e skin surrounding a gunshot 
wound which simulate pow arks. Differentiation of such 
artifacts from powder tattooi ut not always relatively easy. 

The pseudo-tattoo marks ause confusion with powder 
tattooing are those produce f intermediate targets such 
as glass, wood or rock, or fr et that has broken up after 
striking a hard surface. If through a sheet of glass, 
pseudo-tattoo marks may e fragments of the glass. 
This is seen most commo ated in automobiles and 
shot through a side wind mpered glass. The glass 
marks on the skin tend e irregular with greater 
variation in size when r tattoo marks (Figure 
4-33). They are also re1 ents of glass may be 
found embedded in the ent to the clotbng. 
Examination of the rec ng microscope may 
reveal minute fragm 

Pseudo-tattooing 
casing used to encl 
ment marks are us 

High-velocity 
individual not on 
from the core an 
may be due not 
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